
Interested Party Reference number: 20045900
Gatwick Airport Northern Runway Project – Development Consent Order 
(DCO)
Written Representations for Deadline 26th March

Comments on any further information/ submissions received by Deadline 1. 

Gatwick Area Conservation Campaign (GACC)
26th March 2024

Dear Examining Authority
Please fnd our further written submissions for the 26th March deadline..
Yours faithfully,
Peter Barclay
Chair, Gatwick Area Conservation Campaign

Questons relatng to Document 10.9.2 - The Applicant’s Response to 
Actons - ISH 1: The Case for the Proposed Development 

In 10.9.2 the Applicant notes that resurfacing is proposed to involve removal of 100mm of 
the existng carriageway on the emergency runway, and then replacement of this with “a 
new asphalt later of approximately 150-250mm” (paragraph 4.1.10). This appears to be 
more of an ‘overlay’ than a resurfacing operaton, such as would be used to strengthen a 
pavement to be able to cope with heavier operatng aircraf. However, the indicatve cross-
secton shows a pavement with 50mm asphalt surf, then 50mm asphalt bin over 280mm 
asphalt base course. Therefore, the new layer appears to include surfacing as well as base 
course. GACC would suggest that this is not resurfacing but ‘new constructon’ of a new, 
stronger, runway pavement. The Applicant also notes that the pavement was last resurfaced 
in 2022 at Gatwick. Can the Applicant please advise the thickness of runway removed and 
thickness of runway replaced during the resurfacing in 2022, and the extent to which the 
proposed pavement removal and overlay is intended to strengthen the emergency runway 
pavement? 

In 10.9.2 in response to Acton Point 6 the Applicant notes (in Table 6.1) that 81% of 
Gatwick’s passengers are in London and the South East. Please can the Applicant confrm 
the comparatve distributon of passengers for the project and without project cases in 
2038 and 2047, both with and without Heathrow Airport expansion? Please can the 
Applicant confrm whether passengers overnightng in hotel and guesthouse 
accommodaton around the airport are counted as having travelled from there, or from 
their home postcode. 

In 10.9.2 in response to Acton Point 7 GAL notes that (paragraph 7.1.3) that, “In the frst 
years afer the Project’s opening, there would be some air trafc absorbed from other 
airports – in partcular, from Heathrow and Stansted.” This contnues in paragraph 7.1.4 to 
note that, “Adoptng a comprehensive London system approach to fare modelling ensures 



that estmates incorporate the potental displacement of air trafc from other London 
airports within the estmated airfares, and consequently, the stated benefts.” Can the 
Applicant set out the extent of this displacement from other airports, and can the 
economic benefts atached to this be broken down for clarity. 

In 10.9.2 in response to Acton Point 11 the Applicant provides Table 10.1, which sets out the 
predicted busy day numbers through to 2038, but data for 2047 has not been shared. As the 
Project is predicted to increase passenger numbers up untl 2047, can these be provided 
for 2047 too, both with and without the project, so that the increase over the whole 
project period is clearly set out. 

In additon in paragraph 10.1.3 it is stated that, “The majority of the baseline busy day 
passenger growth is within the shoulder periods of the day.” Please can this be justfed in 
terms of need and demand forecastng and in comparison to the Gatwick Airport 2015 
second runway expansion plan. 

Questons relatng to Writen Summary of Oral Submissions from Issue 
Specifc Hearing 4: Surface Transport 

In 10.8.5, paragraph 3.2.6 the Applicant notes that there is higher car dependency in June 
than August. However, it is not clear if this is a relatve (%) or absolute (number). Please can 
the data be provided to set out why June is a worse case than August for a) road trafc 
and b) rail trafc, so the worse case for both the road and rail network has been modelled. 

In 10.8.5, paragraph 4.2.3, the ExA asked for clarifcaton about the model being based on 

tmetable date or actual performance, and the Applicant confrmed that the model is based 

on tmetable data.  Does that mean that the modelling of train services and capacity 

assumes perfect operaton and that typical actual performance, which will include a 

reducton in capacity due to unreliability, has not been represented?  Is that considered by 

the Applicant to be a realistc scenario?

In 10.8.5, paragraph 4.2.6, the Applicant notes that the redevelopment of Gatwick Airport 

staton has helped reduce delays to trains accessing the platorms.  Therefore it would be 

reasonable to assume that inadequate staton capacity could result in an increase in train 

delays.   At ISH4, Network Rail confrmed that Gatwick Staton redevelopment had been 

designed to accommodate forecast demand to 2036 and did not account for additonal 

demand arising from the Northern Runway plan. If it is the case that Gatwick Staton has 

not been designed to accommodate the demand that will arise from the Gatwick Northern 

Runway Project, will that therefore mean that there will be congeston on the platorms 

which could cause delays to trains accessing the platorms, and knock on impacts at other 

statons? 

In 10.8.5 paragraph 5.1.10, the car parking balance between on-airport and of-airport is 

insufciently clear nor specifc.  The Applicant refers to “striking the right balance” but does 

not ofer any fuller explanaton.  How has the balance between on-airport and of-airport 

parking been examined, how was it defned and how will it be delivered?



In 10.8.5, paragraph 6.1.5.3, the response to the point made by Chris Hyde of the Surrey 

Climate Commission is that “it would be unrealistc to assume no additonal journeys would 

be made by road”.  In 6.1.5.4 the Applicant refers to a no car growth scenario as being 

“unachievable in practce”.  This implies that the Applicant has no control over the modes 

used to access the airport, which is plainly not the case.  The Applicant does have measures 

available which could limit the number of cars accessing the airport, should it choose to use 

them.  Rather than being “unrealistc to assume no additonal journeys would be made by 

road”, we would argue that it is a mater of choice by the Applicant.  What measures has 

the Applicant considered to prevent any increase in car use as a result of the project, and 

have those measures been assessed?

In 10.8.5, paragraphs 4.1.3 and 4.2.8, the Applicant confrmed that it is meetng with 
Network Rail on 14 March 2024 to discuss rail staton and passenger modelling.  Will the 
record of this meetng be shared with other interested partes?

Questons relatng to The Applicant’s Response to Actons from Issue 
Specifc Hearing 4: Surface Transport 

In 10.9.5, paragraph 2.2.7.3 the Applicant justfes its use of a future baseline to assess the 
worst environmental impact. However, compared to the current environmental impact – not 
just for surface transport but for other aspects too – this is not as great an impact as that 
future ‘with project’ case compared to today. The change that will be experienced in terms 
of both future growth without the project and additonal growth with the project is the 
impact that will be experienced by both people and the environment. The Applicant refers 
to this as an “artfcial scenario” (which is the term that the Applicant uses in paragraph 
2.2.8) but the actual impact that will be experienced by people, and the full environmental 
impact will be this – which would seem entrely reasonable to be described as the worse 
case. Impacts which could be experienced if the project was to go ahead. Can the Applicant 
please set out this worse case clearly for all of the topics of the Environmental Statement, 
not least for: surface transport, air polluton, noise, climate change, noise and biodiversity 
impacts. 

In 10.9.5, paragraph 3.3.1 with reference to on-street parking (fy parking), the Applicant 

acknowledges that it is “not possible to accurately assess the number of airport-related 

vehicles parking in these locatons”.  This is an uncertainty in the level of sustainable mode 

share that could be realistcally achieved. 

The Applicant notes (paragraph 3.2.1) that the extent of informal parking that “ is not 

quantfed, and cannot be accurately measured” is rental of driveways. Likewise the extent 

of illegal of-airport parking operatng at any tme is not included. GACC does not accept that 

no atempt at measuring these three types of parking could be made and requests some 

assessment of the scale of this be included, and made available for public scrutny and 

comment. There are many diferent ways in which data could be collected, qualitatvely and 

quanttatvely. In additon, it would seem plausible that some data on at least fy-parking and 

illegal of-airport parking sites might be held by some local authorites.



The overall extent of of-airport parking should be estmated as part of this applicaton, as 
opposed to being deliberately under-estmated, as is the case currently. This should be 
assessed in Horley, Crawley, villages within a radius of Gatwick where this is known to take 
place and around train statons with a direct link to the airport.

Has the Applicant carried out sensitvity tests of the scale of these three diferent types of 

of-airport parking that could (and already do) occur and, consequently, the impact this 

would have on the achievement of mode share targets, the extent of the highway network 

that would be afected and the levels of trafc that would arise? If not, can this please be 

completed and shared based on available data. 

In 10.9.5, paragraph 4.1.3, in response to a queston from the ExA at ISH4, the Applicant 

answered that Table 45 of APP-260 was incorrect. The implicaton was that this was already 

known to be incorrect.  Is the Applicant aware of any other inaccurate tables or other data 

in the documentaton?

Questons and Comments related Questons to Document 10.5 - The 
Car Parking Strategy 

The Car Parking Strategy is self-contradictory. In secton 2 (paragraph 2.3.6) it implies that 
the Applicant’s role in ensuring of-airport parking enforcement and management is 
sufciently well planned and resourced is not required as its strategy aims to ensure there is 
“enough car parking at the airport to meet demand and deter of-airport parking.” However, 
in secton 4 the same strategy states (paragraph 4.5.2) that, “the use of [on-airport] parking 
charges is part of the suite of measures to infuence travel choice and achieve the commited  
mode shares.” Indeed, the extent that parking constraints support a modal shif from car 
transport to/from the airport to bus, coach, rail and actve transport then it will act as a 
constraint, so a far more actve role in parking policy is requested. 

Given that the strategy’s stated aim is to be part of the way mode share is to be delivered 
then the on-airport parking extent and charging will also actvely drive of-airport parking. 
This should be acknowledged by the Applicant, and an of-airport parking strategy be 
developed to show what the overall way parking is to be constrained of-airport for airport 
passengers and workers, as well as on-airport and forecourt charges. 

The Surface Access Strategy and Car Parking Strategy should be updated such that the 
parking strategy, modal shif and achievement of Surface Access Commitments, planned 
capital investment in transport infrastructure (e.g. increase in road capacity, allocaton of 
road space to buses and actve travel, rail investment) and incentves to shif transport (e.g. 
increased workplace parking levy, subsidised rail and bus fares for passengers and workers) 
are actvely seen as connected, not separate strategies. 

The Applicant has assumed no change in the quantum and locatons of authorised of-airport 
parking. The total modelling however, should include the total of authorised, and 
unauthorised sites, inclusive of driveway and street parking. All of this of-airport parking 
should be modelled, and the strategy should have policies and plans, resources and 
enforcement mechanisms such that all of it is sufciently constrained. The Applicant should 



set out how it envisages that fy-parking is to be constrained where it is an issue now, and 
where achievement of the SAC make it likely to become an issue in the future.

The Applicant’s Car Parking Strategy excludes data on specifc car parking charges.  In 
paragraph 3.1.2 it is noted that “GAL uses variable parking charges to optmise the 
occupancy of spaces”, and in paragraph 4.5.5 it is noted that “GAL is not commitng to 
implement a specifc level of charge”.  The level of parking charges and the availability of 
free parking are important infuences on car use by airport staf, passengers and other 
visitors, and therefore a signifcant factor in the achievement of mode share targets.  Car use 
will also be infuenced by the proximity of car parking spaces to on-airport work locatons 
and other destnatons.  The absence of any specifc data on the level of car parking charges 
is a signifcant gap in the Car Parking Strategy.   Can the Applicant describe the existng level 
of car parking charges or, if variable, the range and how it is applied for staf and 
passengers, how this changed between pre-covid and post-covid, the extent of free 
parking for staf and airport visitors, and pre-covid and post-covid changes in the locaton 
of parking for staf and visitors relatve to on-airport work and other destnatons, and any 
planned future changes.

The Car Parking Strategy (reference 10.5) appears to be primarily an on-airport parking 
strategy. Although it notes four diferent types of airport related parking (paragraph 1.1.2) it 
deems that ‘all of-airport parking provision are maters for local planning authorites …” so 
limits GAL’s commitment to on-airport parking and providing fnancial support for of-airport 
parking. However, as the car parking strategy is completely silent on what consttutes 
sufcient “policy, parking standards, enforcement and management” for of-airport parking 
(as noted in paragraph 1.1.2) it appears to be only half a car parking strategy. Whilst the 
Applicant has direct control over on-airport parking it should accept responsibility of the 
extent to that its current operatons, future operatons, and proposed project have an 
impact on of-airport parking, and that the extent of fnance and/or other resources 
provided by the Applicant, will deem the extent to which of-airport parking is controlled. 
This must go beyond plan policies (see paragraphs 2.3.2-4) and enforcement (2.3.5). 

Comments on the Document 10.2, the Relevant Representatons 
Report

On page 36 the Applicant notes that, “It is considered that a longer design life for the airfeld  
works would not be realistc given it is likely there will be further signifcant changes to the 
airport and its operatons in that tmescale. Assessment of climate change allowances over a 
longer design life is therefore considered disproportonate as the aviaton industry has 
changed considerably during the past 40 years and this rate of change is antcipated to 
contnue …” This argument could be put by any airport, based on aspiratons for future 
developments (as yet neither stated nor submited). No clear basis for this positon is 
provided. Can the Applicant set out why it appears this applies uniquely to Gatwick rather 
than at other airports, and why a future planning applicaton that is neither drafed nor 
submited that might limit the design life of the runway in future (or not, if it does not 
occur) should be given weight for this DCO applicaton?

Questons and Comments related to 10.10 Technical Note on the 
Future Baseline and 10.6 Needs Case Technical Appendix



The technical note (10.10) sets out and then summarises the forecast outputs in terms of 
growth rates of future demand and throughput (Table 1.4). The characteristcs of recent 
growth are characterised and explored further in the Technical Appendix (10.6). This seems 
litle more than a ‘predict and provide’ model of unconstrained growth. Apart from increase 
in plane size the greatest increase in load seems to be due to peak spreading. Can the 
Applicant please explain and quantfy how the demand for peak spreading at Gatwick 
Airport in future is predicted to be afected by a possible expansion of Heathrow Airport, 
and to what extent are the overall trends in the London aviaton market shaped by 
available slots (even if at less desirable tmes)?

END


